Waring 6001C Heavy Duty Juice Extractor Troubleshoot

There are several factors that can cause your Waring 6001C heavy duty juice extractor to vibrate. First and foremost, do not use this unit with the following:

- Wheat Grass
- Coconut
- Sugar Cane
- Bananas
- Citrus - only with citrus attachment
- Frozen items

Common causes of intense vibrating:

1. Unit not properly assembled
2. Wrong method/order of juicing fruits and vegetables
3. Blade needs to be adjusted or replaced

Assembly:

- Ensure the nose of the bowl is centered at the front of the base, resting between the two nest tabs.
- Ensure the cover's feed tube is at the back of the unit, opposite the nose of the bowl.

Juicing Methods:

- When juicing both hard and soft fruits/vegetables, alternate between the two. Alternating creates an even distribution of the pulp on the inside of the strainer basket.
- Roll leafy vegetables into a cylinder or ball before feeding them into the unit.

Blade Adjustment:

Ensure you have the proper tolerance, or distance, between the end of the inside spout and the blade. To do this, follow these easy steps:

1. Turn unit on side.
2. Unlock the lock nut in center of the unit's bottom with a 7/16” wrench.
3. Loosen set screw.
4. While unit is still on its side, plug it in, turn it on, and then turn it off.
5. While blade is coasting, use a screwdriver to turn set screw to the right to raise the blade until you hear it hit the spout.
6. Turn set screw a half turn to the left to lower the blade to the perfect height.
7. While holding set screw in place, tighten lock nut.